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Abstract 

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are highly promising, but they are mechanically fragile, 
composed of layers with mismatches in thermal expansion coefficients, and known to 
decompose in the presence of heat and moisture. Here we show the development of a glass-
glass encapsulation methodology for PSCs that enables them to pass the industry standard 
IEC 61646 damp heat and thermal cycling tests. It is important to select a thermally stable 
perovskite composition to withstand the encapsulation process at 150°C and design a cell that 
minimizes metal diffusion. Moreover, the package needs an edge seal to effectively prevent 
moisture ingress and an inert encapsulant with an appropriate elastic modulus to hold the 
package together while allowing for compliance during temperature fluctuations. Our work 
demonstrates that industrially relevant encapsulation techniques have the potential to enable 
the commercial viability of PSCs.  

Introduction 

Perovskite solar cells (PSC) are rapidly emerging, with power conversion efficiencies 
(PCE) above 22%1 for a single junction and 23.6% in monolithic tandems with silicon.2 
However, various environmental and mechanical instabilities inhibit commercialization of 
PSCs. Heat or moisture can catalyze the evolution of volatile organic species and leave behind 
lead iodide.3–6 Replacing methylammonium with less volatile cations and using a barrier can 
enhance thermal and moisture stability.3,7,8 In addition, PSCs have low fracture energy9 and 
multiple layers with mismatched coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)10, making them 
vulnerable to delamination. We recently demonstrated that PSCs packaged in compliant 
encapsulant survived temperature cycling between -40°C and 85°C.10  

Encapsulation for PSCs needs to provide resilience against temperature and humidity 
extremes at a low cost for PSCs to be competitive with other commercial technologies. Some 
notable previous efforts utilized single-layer hydrophobic thin films8,11 or multi-layer thin 
film encapsulation from other organic electronic technologies.12 While the best result of thin 
film encapsulation has demonstrated a one year lifetime13, these films are easily punctured 
and the ones with high barrier qualities are still cost-prohibitive for commercialization. 
Another encapsulation method uses a UV-cured epoxy edge seal due to ease of processing at 
room temperature14,15; however, most epoxies are rigid and crack easily with temperature 
cycling.16 A more holistic approach must be taken when designing PSC packaging: it must 
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resist ingress of moisture at elevated temperatures, withstand temperature cycling without 
delamination, and enable efficient and stable operation. 

Glass-glass encapsulation has enabled silicon solar cells to retain 95% PCE after 20 
years in the field17 and is a promising route for PSCs. Two critical components of a glass-
glass package are the edge seal and encapsulant. The main function of an edge seal is to delay 
moisture ingress. An encapsulant, which fills in excess volume in the package, holds the 
package tightly together and ensures that the edge seal remains compressed throughout 
prolonged field exposure. It needs to have high transmission, high volume resistivity, no 
reactive chemical species, low moisture absorption, and high resistance to UV.18 Glass-glass 
encapsulated PSCs with butyl rubber as both the edge seal and encapsulant performed well in 
a 540 hour damp-heat test.19 Previously we demonstrated that glass-glass encapsulated PSCs 
with a butyl rubber edge seal and an ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulant passed the 
1000 hour damp-heat test.2 While this latter result was encouraging, the packaged devices 
suffered from visible degradation that was accompanied by a noticeable drop in photocurrent, 
implying that the package could eventually fail. 

In this work, we describe flaws identified in the design of a 1st generation glass-glass 
package and show substantial improvements for a 2nd generation package. We have used the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61646 standard for thin film modules20 to 
accelerate different degradation pathways that would inhibit a 25-year lifetime of PSCs for 
commercialization. The pertinent tests for PSCs are the 1000-hour damp-heat test (85°C-85% 
relative humidity (RH)) to assess their resilience to heat and moisture and the 200 thermal 
cycling test (between -40°C and 85°C) to probe delamination that stems from CTE 
mismatches. Our findings highlight the key design requirements for developing stable, 
packaged PSCs for long-term stability.  

 

Encapsulation Package Design  

It is critical to use thermally stable solar cell active layers for the 150°C encapsulation 
process required for glass-glass packing. Therefore, we used a mixed cesium and 
formamidinium (FA) cation perovskite with a composition of Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 in 
this study for its high thermal stability.21,22 We also utilized  indium tin oxide (ITO) as a 
transparent electrode and a two-fold barrier: preventing organics or iodine species from 
escaping the perovskite and reacting with the top metal electrode,23,24 and protecting the 
perovskite from trace moisture inside the package. PSCs in this study have the same layers 
(Figure 1a) as the top cell of the 23.6% perovskite-silicon monolithic tandem, so the findings 
presented here should translate well to the stability of the current world record Si-perovskite 
monolithic tandem device architecture.2 We use a butyl rubber edge seal with added desiccant 
and a glass transition temperature below -50°C because it can be compliant throughout 
temperature cycling;25 it is also superb in delaying moisture ingress with two orders of 
magnitude lower WVTR compared with UV-curable epoxies and polymeric encapsulants.16,19 
Lamination consists of a vacuuming and a pressing step. Since most encapsulants’ melting 
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points are below 100°C,26 they can flow during processing until they are fully cured. Once set, 
the encapsulant bonds the top glass to the bottom glass and maintains pressure on the rubber 
edge seal, preventing moisture ingress. It is important to ensure the volume of encapsulant 
matches the volume that needs to be filled; too much encapsulant pushes the edge seal out of 
place, while too little results in voids, which can either pull air in or cause the package to 
break. 

 

Figure 1: a) PSC stack in this study. Side view of b) 1st generation c) 2nd generation package assembly 
(not to scale). d) Top view of both package generations. Top view image of e) 1st generation f) 2nd 
generation package after lamination.  

Figure 1b, 1d, and 1e show side, top view, and an image of the 1st generation package. 
This design used evaporated metal fingers and soldered metal ribbons to conduct current from 
the cell to the outside. Both sides of the ribbon were covered with edge seal in order to 
minimize moisture ingress. Furthermore, the 2 cm x 2 cm solar cells substrates were packaged 
between two large pieces of glass and sheets of EVA encapsulant. Even though the 1st 
generation package enabled two PSCs to pass the IEC 61646 1000 hour damp heat test2, 
Figure S1 reveals visible degradation both under the area protected by the top ITO, indicated 
by a green rectangle in Figure 1d, and the area outside the protective ITO. After 1000 hours of 
damp heat, there was noticeable yellowing of the perovskite adjacent to the solder ribbon and 
the metal fingers on top of the ITO, which is indicative of metal-induced degradation of the 
perovskite causing yellow PbI2 to form.23,24 In the 2nd generation package, we used the 
transparent ITO electrode to separate perovskite from metal and made sure that there was 2 
mm of lateral space between the evaporated metal and the PSCs (Figure 1c-1d). A thorough 
characterization of the metal-induced degradation will be presented in a separate manuscript. 
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In the 1st generation package, the entire area underneath the protective ITO showed 
signs of PbI2 formation, indicating that the degradation is not only from reaction with the 
metal but also from moisture; we hypothesized that the moisture entered around the edges of 
the solar ribbon or was trapped in cavities created by PSC movement while the encapsulant 
was still in the molten state during lamination (Figure S2a). In the 2nd generation package, we 
fabricated PSCs and deposited electrical feedthroughs directly on one side of the glass cover 
to minimize moisture ingress and eliminate cavities formed by cell movement. Kempe et al. 
modeled a bond width of 1.25cm for butyl rubber with added desiccant to be adequate for 25-
year lifetime.25 Therefore, we increased the butyl rubber edge seal bond width from 1cm (1st 
generation) to 1.5cm (2nd generation) to enhance its effectiveness in delaying moisture. 
(Figure 1e-1f)  

 

Encapsulant Selection  

We compare three types of commercial encapsulants including EVA, Surlyn, and 
polyolefins for thermal profile, elastic modulus, and chemical reactivity (Table 1). The exact 
chemical composition of the primary polymer or additives of these commercial encapsulants 
are not revealed by the providers. However, we prefer using these materials over simpler ones 
with known composition because they are highly optimized for commercial solar cell 
technologies. To rapidly screen for a suitable encapsulant for PSCs, we aged the 1st generation 
packages in an accelerated condition at 120°C-100%RH for 20 hours and observed 
degradation features under a lamp, which is more illustrative than a room light (Figure S3). In 
the EVA package, yellow lines outside of the ITO show signs of the perovskite degrading into 
PbI2, which is likely due to heat and moisture induced decomposition of the EVA into acetic 
acid,27 which in turn reacted with the perovskite, as also confirmed in Figure S3. We also 
observed these yellow lines for EVA packaged PSCs after 1000 hours at 85°C-85%RH, 
Figure S1. Since EVA likely reacts chemically with perovskites in damp heat conditions and 
has been implicated in potential induced degradation (PID) in Si solar panels28, it is not 
favorable for PSCs. In Surlyn encapsulated PSCs, the translucent area under the top ITO 
illustrates degradation of perovskite in contrast to the uncovered brown area outside where the 
perovskite remained intact (Figure 2b). Stiff Surlyn (Table 1), which adheres well to glass and 
ITO29, pulled up on the ITO and delaminated the PSCs, creating a pathway for moisture 
induced degradation, similar to delamination after thermal cycling test for Surlyn 
encapsulated PSCs.10 Therefore it is not suitable for mechanically fragile PSCs. In contrast to 
EVA and Surlyn, perovskite films in polyolefin packages remained uniformly brown outside 
and under the top ITO after accelerated testing (Figure 2c). We think that the polyolefin is 
less chemically reactive with the perovskite but cannot rule out that it functions better by 
being less permeable to products that outgas from the perovskite when it decomposes. Not 
only was the polyolefin observed to have no chemical reaction with perovskite, it also has a 
low elastic modulus similar to EVA (Table 1), which was demonstrated to withstand the 200 
thermal cycle test.10 Moreover, polyolefin encapsulants have high electrical resistivity, 
making them less prone to PID, unlike EVA and polyvinyl butyl encapsulant modules.30 
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Therefore, we chose polyolefin, which is becoming popular for thin-film panels, for the 2nd 
generation encapsulant. Since all encapsulants we used are commercially available, we 
included product numbers in Table 2 in the experimental section.  

 

Table 1: Properties of commercial encapsulants used in this study. 

Properties 
Ethylene Vinyl 

Acetate Surlyn  Polyolefin 

Provider Mitsui Chemicals Dupont 3M 
DNP 
“CVF” 

 FirstPVM 
“ENLIGHT” 

Encapsulation 
condition 

140°C, 650mbar 
20 mins 

140°C, 650mbar 
20 mins 150°C, 500mbar, 8 mins 

Transmittance (%) 93 93.4 91 92 >85 

Elastic Modulus(MPa) 10 394 9.1 20 7 

Possibly harmful 
byproduct Acetic acid Methacrylic acid 

Unknown 
(curing) 

Unknown 
(non-
curing) 

Unknown 
(non-curing) 

 

 

Figure 2: Pictures taken under a solar lamp of the 1st generation encapsulated PSCs in a) Ethylene 
Vinyl Acetate (EVA) b) Surlyn c) 3M’s Polyolefin after 20 hours at 120°C-100% relative humidity. 
Another set of pictures taken under the lamp of the 2nd generation encapsulated PSCs in d) “CVF” 
Polyolefin with 20 MPa elastic modulus and e) “ENLIGHT” Polyolefin with 7 MPa elastic modulus 
after 1024 hours aging at 85°C in ambient. The top protective ITOs are outlined in b) and e) as dash 
rectangles. 

In selecting the exact polyolefin, we compared two non-curing polyolefin encapsulants 
to avoid potential chemical reactions between crosslinking or “curing” residuals and the 
perovskite. Perovskite films encapsulated in the 2nd generation package with “CVF” (20 MPa 
elastic modulus) and “ENLIGHT” (7 MPa elastic modulus) were aged at 85°C in ambient 
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atmosphere. After 1000 hours, we observed discoloration in the packages with a higher elastic 
modulus (Figure 2d), which implies degradation of the perovskite that can be explained by the 
same delamination mechanism as the stiff Surlyn package. On the other hand, PSCs 
encapsulated in the low elastic modulus polyolefin remained undamaged in the protected area 
under the ITO (Figure 2e). As a result, ENLIGHT polyolefin was incorporated into the 2nd 
generation package of PSCs for further reliability tests. The solar cells chosen in the 
following reliability studies are ones with PCE above 11% after encapsulation, with some 
reaching over 14%. All encapsulated PSCs had less than 5% drop in initial performance after 
lamination (Table S1). The efficiency in these cells is lower than we report in other studies 
because of a lower fill factor, due to the large series resistance that results from current 
traveling a relatively long distance in ITO.  

 

Thermal Cycling Test  

Encapsulated PSCs were held for 25 minutes at 85°C and -40°C and their stabilized 
performance was periodically monitored throughout the IEC 61646 200 thermal cycle test. 
Figure 3a shows that nine out of nine encapsulated PSCs in three separate packages passed the 
200 cycle test, with an average 3% increase in performance. This enhancement in 
performance came from an average 3% increase in open circuit voltage (VOC) counteracting 
an average 3% decrease in fill factor (FF), while the short circuit current (JSC) remained 
relatively constant, Figure S4. Figure 3b-c show no visual sign of perovskite degradation after 
200 temperature cycles. Moreover, the package was intact without delamination or blistering 
(Figure 3d). With low elastic modulus (Table 1), the ENLIGHT polyolefin dissipated strain 
due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch and kept fragile PSCs together during thermal 
cycling. This result is in agreement with our hypothesis and previous studies10,19 that a 
compliant encapsulant material is needed for PSCs to pass the thermal cycling test.  

 

Figure 3: a) Stabilized power conversion efficiency of nine solar cells over 200 temperature cycles 
between -40°C and 85°C. Representative picture of the ENLIGHT encapsulated PSCs b) initial c) 200 
temperature cycles taken under the solar lamp. d) Top view of a representative package after 
temperature cycling shows no sign of delamination or blistering. 
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Damp Heat and Thermal Stability Test  

We investigated heat and moisture stability of the 2nd generation PSC package in a 
series of experiments. First, we monitored dark storage stability in a nitrogen glovebox at 
25°C and found the packaged PSCs to be stable over 1000 hours with less than five percent 
change in any figures of merit (Table S2). To investigate thermal stability without any effect 
from moisture and oxygen, we compared non-encapsulated and encapsulated PSCs stability at 
85°C in an inert atmosphere over 1000 hours. While some non-encapsulated solar cells 
retained almost 100% of their performance (Figure S5), establishing a good baseline of high 
thermal stability of our PSCs, reproducibility was a problem with an average 20% drop in 
performance after 1000 hours. Figure S6a further illustrates that without encapsulation, the 
perovskite area outside the ITO cover degraded to yellow lines of PbI2, which could explain 
the drop in fill factor. On the other hand, glass-glass encapsulation helped improve thermal 
stability at 85°C in an inert atmosphere and increased reproducibility of the PSCs to retain on 
average 97% of their initial PCE through the 1000 hour test (Figure S7) without visible 
degradation in the active area (Figure S6b). Thus, glass encapsulation is shown to enhance 
thermal stability of PSCs, likely by providing an additional barrier to organic cation evolution 
and preventing delamination or cracking of the brittle top ITO electrode layer due to thermal 
expansion.   

To accelerate degradation due to heat and moisture, we aged the encapsulated PSCs for 
1000 hours in 85°C-85%RH damp heat test according to the IEC 61646 standard. We 
periodically monitored the stabilized performance of the PSCs after maximum power point 
tracking (details on stabilization in Supplementary Info).  Figure 4b shows that ten solar cells 
in five separate packages retained, on average, 99% of their initial PCE (4% VOC increase, 8% 
FF decrease, and 2% JSC increase), thus passing the damp heat test. Thirteen encapsulated 
solar cells in five separate packages aged at 85°C-25%RH (“dry heat”) (Figure 4a) also 
retained on average 97% of their PCE (5% VOC increase, 9% FF decrease, and 1% JSC 
increase). All figures of merit seem to stabilize in the first 500 hours and then change 
minimally afterwards (Figure S8-S9). With this trend, the encapsulated PSCs should be able 
to last beyond 1000 hours. We measured photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) of 
ITO-encapsulated half solar cell stacks (Figure S10a) with either NiOx (hole transport layer) 
or C60 (electron transport layer) contacts before and after annealing at 85°C in an inert 
atmosphere to investigate potential causes of the seemingly correlated drop in FF and rise in 
VOC. Figure S10b-c show that after 700 hours at 85°C, the PLQE increased on both half cells, 

compared with the controls kept at 25°C. This result indicates a drop in non-radiative 
recombination rate of the half cells, consistent with the increase in VOC.31 Moreover, PbI2 was 
observed via x-ray diffraction in the non-encapsulated solar cells after 1000 hours annealing 
at 85°C in inert atmosphere, Figure S11. We speculate that even in ITO covered solar cells, 
small amounts of PbI2 likely form insulating islands between the perovskite and contact layers, 
limiting charge extracting pathways.32–34 This slightly lowers the FF but raises the VOC by 
limiting charge transfer to the contact at open circuit and raising the quasi fermi levels within 
the perovskite layer itself.  
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Figure 4: Stabilized maximum power efficiency for 2nd generation-packaged PSCs with the ENLIGHT 
polyolefin as they went through a) 85°C-25% RH or “dry heat” and b) 85°C-85%RH or “damp heat”. 
Representative pictures of the encapsulated solar cells in c) dry heat d) damp heat taken under the 
solar lamp before and after 1000 hours of aging.   

Since the performance of dry heat and damp heat were similar, it can be concluded that 
the 2nd generation package keeps out moisture well and any change in figures of merit came 
from heat, not moisture. Furthermore, there were no visual changes in the 2nd generation 
packaged PSCs (Figure4c-d) and no change in absorption and external quantum efficiency 
(Figure S12) after 1000 hours in both dry and damp heat tests. Moreover, there were no signs 
of metal induced degradation, moisture induced degradation, or chemical reaction between the 
polyolefin and encapsulant. Having passed the 1000 hour damp heat test, the 2nd generation 
package is capable of protecting the PSCs from heat and moisture induced degradation.  

Conclusion  

Our holistic encapsulation design enabled PSCs to pass the IEC 61646 standard 
thermal cycling and damp heat tests, showing promise for environmental stability of PSCs 
with proper packaging and paving the way to future long-term stability testing in the field.  
We have demonstrated a packaging technique that any research group can use for reliability 
testing. Moreover, the approach could be scaled and commercialized easily if one simply used 
standard junction boxes to provide low resistance leak-free paths for electricity to leave the 
panel.  

When forecasting how PSCs might compete with other photovoltaic technologies and 
whether they should be implemented in ultra-low-cost flexible panels, conventional glass-glass 
panels, or high efficiency tandems, it is important to create cost models and calculate the 
levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). This study gives cost modelers a better picture of what 
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materials are likely to be used to package PSCs and how the package will be put together. 
Moreover, it reveals that a 25-year lifetime is a realistic goal. While we do not report lifetime 
studies on panels made with less expensive or flexible materials, our experience and calculations 
based on data available in the literature lead us to believe that a 25-year lifetime would probably 
not be achieved in very low cost flexible modules unless breakthroughs were made in reducing 
the permeability of inexpensive plastic substrates. The cost of two sheets of glass, encapsulant 
and butyl rubber edge seal is approximately $17/m2,35 which is half the of the cost of the module 
and not prohibitive. In fact the packaging we report is very similar to what First Solar uses for 
CdTe panels. However, with this moderately high packaging cost, it is important for PSCs to 
have an efficiency that is competitive with CdTe and Si to achieve the remarkably low LCOEs 
that the PSC community is striving for. 

Experimental Methods 

1. Solar Cells Fabrication 

Both 2cm x 2cm x 0.7mm (1st generation) and 5cm x 5cm x 0.7mm, “big substrate”, (2nd 
generation) indium-doped tin oxide patterned glass substrates from Xin Yan technology were 
cleaned via four sonication steps in Extran, DI water, Acetone, and Isopropanol, and then put 
in a UV-ozone cleaner for 15-30 minutes. A 1M solution of nickel nitrate hexahydrate 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in ethylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich) and anhydrous ethylene glycol (Sigma-
Aldrich) was spun on the substrates at 5000 rpm for 1 minute. The substrates were then 
annealed in ambient air at 300°C for 45 minutes before being transferred to a dry air glovebox 

while their temperatures were still above 100°C. The perovskite precursor solution was 
prepared by mixing CsI (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99% trace metals), FAI (Dyesol), PbBr2 (TCI), 
and PbI2 (TCI) in a mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich) and dimethyl 
sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich) and letting it stir at 25°C in a nitrogen glovebox for an hour. To 
reduce the area of perovskite coverage on the 5cm x 5cm substrate, PVC Vinyl Nitto tape 
(SPV224) was used to mask all four sides. The perovskite solution was deposited through a 
0.2um PTFE filter and spun for 14 seconds at 1000 rpm and then 25 seconds at 6000 rpm. 
140µl chlorobenzene solution was dropped during the last 5 seconds before the substrates 
finished spinning as an anti-solvent to enhance crystallization, forming 
Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 perovskite composition. The Nitto tape was removed from all sides 
of the big substrates, and the as-deposited perovskite films were annealed at 52°C until the 

color turned dark brown, approximately 1 minute, then at 105°C for 30 minutes. Afterwards, 
the substrates were transferred to a dry nitrogen glovebox for thermal evaporation of 1.2 nm 
LiF and 10 nm of C60. The perovskite on the big substrate was brought out to a fume hood, 
the film outside the active area was scratched away with a razor blade, wiped with toluene and 
ethanol, and then blown dry so that there are clean areas for edge seal to bond the top and 
bottom glass. It is critical to keep the air exposure time during this process below 10 minutes 
to minimize degradation of perovskite. Then, 8nm of stoichiometric SnO2 and 2 nm of zinc 
doped SnO2 were deposited consecutively by pulse-chemical vapor deposition at 100°C. More 
detailed condition of this deposition step can be found elsewhere.2 300 nm of indium-doped 
tin oxide (ITO) was deposited through D.C. sputtering as the top electrical contact. ITO 
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sputtering was performed with a base pressure below 5 × 10−6 Torr, deposition pressure of 2 × 
10−3, a power density of 8 W in.−2, and 5% oxygen partial pressure.36 As the final step, 250nm 
silver was deposited via thermal evaporation on the 2cm x 2cm substrates, while 7nm 
chromium followed by 500nm silver was deposited on ITO lines on the 5cm x 5cm substrates 
to minimize series resistance. This ITO/metal bilayer design allowed for increased lateral 
conductivity from the silver with chromium as an adhesion layer for improved scratch 
resistance of the silver from the underlying ITO.  

2. Perovskite Solar Cells Encapsulation 

To make the 1st generation package, an indium solar ribbon (part number WCD102-7747-
6022) was soldered on the evaporated silver electrode on the 2cm x 2cm substrate. The butyl 
rubber edge seal with added desiccant (Quanex, SET LP03: 2.5mm thick) was laid out as a 
frame around the outer edge of the glass. The solar cells were assembled between top and 
bottom sheets of encapsulant and 3 mm thick glass with the solar ribbons sandwiched between 
two sides of the edge seal (bottom edge seal: 2.5 mm thick, top edge seal: 0.4mm thick)  to 
minimize moisture ingress. The package was laminated in the vacuum laminator (P.Energy 
Lab Laminator: L150LAB) in two steps: vacuum was pulled down to 110 Pa while heating the 
package to 140°C-150°C for 5 minutes, then the package was pressed with 6.5x104 Pa 
pressure at 140°C for 20 minutes for ethylene vinyl acetate and Surlyn ionomer encapsulants, 

and 150°C for 8 minutes for polyolefin encapsulants for the edge seal to soften and the 
encapsulant to cure. The edge seal flattened out during the lamination process, yielding the 
final width of 10mm and thickness of 1.5mm, Figure 1. Because there was a 0.8mm thick 
space surrounding the PSCs (0.7mm thick) that needed to be filled by encapsulant, the 
pressing step needed to be gradual with uniform pressure so that the packages were evenly 
compressed with no built-in stress causing the glass to crack (Figure S2b). It is also important 
to ensure the right amount of encapsulant inside the package to prevent voids or internal stress 
build-up that can lead to breakage of a package. The thickness variation from the headspace 
height and the lateral spacing of the encapsulant from the edge seal should be no more than 
0.2mm.  

The 2nd generation package was prepared by assembling the edge seal and encapsulant on the 
top glass, which was made of 1.2mm thick microscope slides cut to a rectangular size, slightly 
smaller than the superstrate to allow contact to the electrical feedthrough coming out for 
performance measurements. The butyl rubber edge seal with added desiccant (Quanex, SET 
LP03, 0.74mm) was laid out as a frame on the outer edge of the top glass. The polyolefin 
sheet was cut to the size of the window framed by outer edge seal. Then the solar cell 
superstrate was flipped down to finish assembly to the top glass. Afterwards, the assembly 
was put in the vacuum laminator (Vacuum Laminating Technology: HVFP 24) with the 
superstrate on the bottom. Vacuum was pulled down to 3x103 Pa while letting the assembly 
heat up from 25°C to 150°C for 18 minutes (measured with a thermocouple), then the package 

was pressed with 6.5x104 Pa pressure at 150°C for 8 minutes. The edge seal flattened out 
during the lamination process, yielding the final width of 15mm and thickness of 0.5mm, 
Figure 1.  
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Table 2: Product Information of Encapsulants Used in the Study 

Encapsulant Providers Part Number Thickness per sheet 

of encapsulant 

EVA Mitsui RC02B-45T 0.45 mm 
Surlyn Dupont PV5400 0.2 mm 
Polyolefin 3M PO8510 0.45 mm 
Polyolefin Dai Nippon Printing CVF 0.4 mm 
Polyolefin Hangzhou First Applied 

Material (FirstPVM) 
XUS66250 0.5 mm 

 

3. Solar Cell Performance Measurement 

Current-voltage (J-V) measurements were performed through a digital source meter, Keithley 
model 2400, and a LABVIEW control program. Each solar cell was illuminated from the 
bottom through the hole transport layer, NiOx, by a 300 Watt xenon lamp (Oriel) solar 
simulator (Spectra-Physics) through a 0.12 cm2 aperture mask in air. When adjusting the 
intensity of the solar simulator, spectral mismatch was taken into account as in 37 by using an 
NREL certified KG5 photodiode (Hamamatsu) with known external quantum efficiency (EQE) 
and spectral response linear with light intensity beyond 1 sun. The photodiode EQE was 
measured by comparing its response to a NIST traceable reference photodiode. The integrated 
current from EQE measurement of a solar cell matches well with the short circuit current 
measured under the solar simulator. (Figure S17 and Table S3) The mismatch factor was 
calculated to be 0.97. The current-voltage was scanned from -0.2V to 1.3V with 0.06 V/s 
speed and 0.1s dwell time. Each solar cell was also subjected to maximum power point 
stabilization and ensured that the power remained constant for 200 seconds. Afterwards, the J-
V curve was measured in both direction to check for any hysteresis and the figure of merits 
were extracted from stabilized condition. No hysteresis was found both before and after all 
different environmental aging. (Figure S18-S19) 

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using a Princeton Instruments 
SpectraPro 150 monochromator and Stanford Research Systems SR830 model lock-ins. The 
signal from 100 Watt tungsten lamp (Newport) was chopped at a frequency around 73 Hz and 
split with half incident on a reference silicon photodiode and the other half on the solar cell 
device. The photocurrent response of both devices was recorded as a function of wavelength 
to account for any fluctuations in lamp intensity. EQE was calculated from comparing the 
photocurrent of the device to a NIST traceable calibration photodiode.   

Absorption spectra of the PSCs were measured in an integrating sphere (LabSphere). The 
light from a mercury arc lamp was chopped at 136 Hz and coupled into the integrating sphere, 
hitting the packaged PSCs through the back glass. A silicon photodiode (Newport) was used 
to measure the absorbed light. The photodiode current was measured through a Stanford 
Research Systems SR380 lock-in amplifier. The measured photodiode current was normalized 
by the current from a reference photodiode, split from the path of light before the integrating 
sphere entry, to account for any change in the power of the lamp.  
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4. Stability Testing 

4.1 Accelerated 120°C -100% RH test  

The accelerated test at 120°C-100% relative humidity was carried out in a pressure cooker 
Instant Pot DUO80 (IP-DUO80). The 1st generation packaged solar cells were placed on an 
elevated rack to avoid submerging in water and the packages were stressed 4 hours at a time. 
The packages were inspected on the solar simulator lamp for any change in color periodically. 
Pictures of the initial and aged packaged solar cells placed on top of the solar simulator were 
taken with a digital camera. 

4.2 Thermal Cycling 

The 2nd generation package solar cells in the ENLIGHT polyolefin were loaded in a thermal 
cycling chamber (Thermotron SE-600-3-3) and stabilized at 25°C. A full temperature cycle 

composed of heating the chamber to 85°C with a rate of 60°C per minute, holding the chamber 

at 85°C for 25 minutes, ramping the temperature down to -40°C with the same 60°C per 

minute rate, and holding the chamber at -40°C for 25 minutes. The chamber had a set 

deviation of 4°C at both 85°C and -40°C before the 25 minutes dwell time would start 
counting. After 100 cycles, the solar cells were taken out of the chamber, allowed to stabilize 
to room temperature, and measured using maximum power point tracking, before being placed 
back into the chamber.  

4.3 Dry heat/Damp heat/Control in ambient and N2  

Non-encapsulated and 2nd generation package solar cells were aged on an 85°C hotplate in a 
nitrogen glovebox with <10ppm moisture and <10ppm oxygen for the “inert” condition. The 
damp (85°C-85% relative humidity) and dry heat (85°C-25% relative humidity) experiments 
were carried out in environmental chambers. The encapsulated solar cells in these two 
chambers were taken out every 500 hours to measure their performance at room temperature 
in ambient. At each data point, the solar cells were maximum power point tracked until they 
reached stabilized performance for at least 200 seconds before the figures of merit were 
extracted.  

5. Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency Measurement 

Photoluminescence of half stack solar cells with structure in Figure S10 was measured at open 
circuit voltage inside an integrating sphere. The film stack was excited with a 488 nm 
continuous wave diode laser (Obis) at 100 mW/cm2 power and four measurements were 
carried out according to J.C. de Mello.38 The four signals were measured using a spectrograph 
(Acton Research SpectraPro 500i) equipped with a Hamamatsu silicon CCD array detector.  

6. X-ray diffraction measurement 

Samples were measured with an X’Pert Pro Diffractometer (Copper anode, Kα1=1.54060 Å, 
Kα2=1.54443 Å, with Kα1/ Kα2 =0.50) in air.  
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Glass and edge seal encapsulation of a perovskite solar cell to enable stability through damp 

heat and thermal cycling tests. 
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